7g	THE FOUNTAIN	n
from the tops of bushes, glazed leaves of evergreen threw
up the sky again. On the farther side of the wood there
was a vague shimmering, as though the outskirts, and the
outskirts only, were wrapped in a gigantic cobweb of light,
but this dissolved as Lewis approached it, and he saw
before him, just beyond the wood, and on raised ground
that concealed any farther prospect, a little pillared build-
ing with a flattened dome and ornate capitals. I might
work there if the van Leydens will let me, he thought.
Beyond it are the lakes, and no one is likely to come by
the wood; it would be an island in effect.
But when he reached the pavilion, he saw that he had
misjudged its position. It was farther from the water's
edge than he had suspected. At his feet was an expanse
of shelving ground along which a path, that appeared and
disappeared among close shrubs, followed the water-line;
and, crossing this path, was another that connected the
pavilion with the shore. The sharp point of land to which
it led was almost met by the nose of a miniature peninsula
thrust out from the farther bank. Between them, water
flowed from lake to lake in a soft cascade. The fall was
not more than the height of a child; and the cascade was
spanned by a bridge. On the peninsula, over a gleam of
steps, was a low block of darkness that seemed to be a
boathouse but was hardly to be distinguished from its
background, for behind it the Castle's chief tower rose
out of the waters of the upper lake. This tower, a great-
girthed cylinder of ancient brick, was little superior in
height to the other buildings of the Castle, which lay
clustered beyond it; but it had the character of Dutch
grandeur, a superb austerity, an aloof composure, and
the eye was held by its rooted plainness. Two slits of light
shone in its upper part, repeated in unrippled elongation
by the surface of the water below. Whoever occupies that
room, Lewis thought, must hear the plashing of the water
day and night until at last it becomes a part of silence, as
the active routine of a monastery, because it is regular
and persistent, must become the rhythm of meditation,
as breathing is an unwilled rhythm of life. Even in

